CHAPTER VII
THE PEASANTS
^CONDITION  OP  AGRICULTURE
the records, which are abundant from the twelfth century
onward, give us very little information about the peasants. Not
one of them is the work of a peasant. They are for the most part
official deeds concerned with a domain of the Church and are
the works of ecclesiastics who refer to the peasants only in their
relations with the owner of the domain. No picture has come
down to us of the population of any domain as a whole, comparable
to that of the Polyptique of Saint-Germain-des-Prfe. What we know
best is the legal status of the peasants and the methods of agricul-
tural labour.
Some of the conditions of labour handed down by tradition
from antiquity are common to the peasants of the whole of France.
They had their origin in the very ancient combination of the
cultivation of grain - the chief cereal crops being wheat, rye,
barley, or oats - with the breeding of cattle, oxen and cows,
The chief occupation of the peasant was tilling the soil; the
ploughman had to possess a team of oxen to draw the plough -
though on the light soil of the south he worked with the old Roman
wheelless plough called the ar0i«, while on the heavy soils which
required deep ploughing several ploughmen would harness their
teams together. Cattle provided not only beasts of burden for
the plough, but the manure necessary for enriching the soil, and
the milk products which formed part of the foodstuffs of the people.
But this manure was not sufficient in quantity for the whole of the
arable land, so that only part of this was cultivated at a time, the
rest of it lying fallow - that is, the land was ploughed without
being sown until its turn came round to bear a crop again. Since
the natural pasture did not provide enough green crops to feed
all the beasts, it was supplemented by sending them to pasture
on all lands not under crops, Tillage, the breeding of cattle, and
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